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This ntticte is reproduced from the Review of Radical Political Economics, Micro-economic theories 
that view children as consumer goods or home produced goods wnicn parents either purchase or produce subject 
to income, price, and taste constraints, are essentially voluntaristic. Sociological theories, on the other hand, 
stress the socially determined and coercive nature of reproductive behevlor. From the stsndpoint of nistorical 
materialism, both theories are open to criticism. It is argued thst a scientific analysis of reproduction snould 
trsnscm« the voluntaristic and deterministic otemetives wl,icl, are the hallmark of bourgeois tnougnt. Instead, 
11si11g tbe method of hlstoricet materialism, reproduction snould be conceptualized in structural, concrete, 
all(/ historical terms; i.e., as the reflection of the reprodudive strategies ol classes in the context of a given 
mode at production Ibis etticle is reproduced from the Review al Radical Political Economics. 

£conomics is all about how people make 
choices. Sociology is all about why they don't 

have any choices to make. Historical Materialism 
is all about how and wt.y people make historically 
specific choices.s 

Current theories of fertility fall within vol untaris 
tic or deterministic frameworks. Microeconomic 
theories are voluntaristic: they rest on the assump 
tion that individuals are free to decide whether they 
want to have children and how many, and that such 
decisions are based upon a comparsion between the 
utilities to be expected from children and those 
expected from allocating resources to other goods.a 
Sociological theories, on the other hand, are deter 
ministic. Sociologically, reproductive behavior! 
is socially determined; it is rooted in the social and 
economic structure which determine the set of role 
alternatives, rewards, and · punishments confronting 
individuals at a given time and, consequently. it 
cannot be adequately investigated if viewed in 
purely voluntaristic terms." 

The shortcomings of microeconomic and soci 
ological theories of reproductive behavior may be 
traced to their ahistorical approach to the study of 
social reality and their conceptualization of reprod 
uction in terms of individual behavior and its 
determinants. Historical materialism6 transcends the 
opposition between volu ntaristic and deterministic 
viewpoints and offers a historical and structural 
approach to the study of reproduction which shifts 
the focus of theoretical concern to the reproductive 
strategies of classes and sectors of classes in 
historically specific contexts. . 

The epigraph above sums up the content of 
this essay. The methodological assumptions under- 
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!ving microeconomic and so:iological theories will 
be outlined and critically examined, Rather than 
explorinq specific applications of these theories, I 
develop a critique of their theoretical foundations 
which is based on my interpretation of historical 
materialism. Several conditions for a scientific Marxist 
analysis of fertility are delineated. 

The Economic Theory of Fertility 

The dominant contemporary theorP.tical efforts 
at explaining fertility behavior stem from the use o.f 
microeconomic theory. Children are viewed as con 
sumer durables; or, in the most recent developments, 
as household produced goods8• The main assump 
tions common to both types of analyses is that 
households (like firms) behave rationally, maximiz 
ing their utility in a context of scarcity: households 
characterized by given tastes or preferences can 
choose to consume/produce children andror comm: 
odities. The theory of fertility as consume~ behavior -J 
also emphasizes income and price constraints: house- 
holds With given tastes" ... are viewed as maximizing 
utility subject to the constraints of income and prices 
Thus three factors-income, tastes, and prices-are 
the basic building blocks of fertility behavlor.s The 
theory of fertility as productive behavior adds a 
fourth relevant constraint: time. The quantity and 
quality of children and other household goods 
will be thus a function of the time and resources 
allocated to their production. 

The essence of this approach to fertility behavior 
lies in the importance given to choice. It is assumed -. 
that children and commodities can be described by ;.-v 
an indifference curve whose points represent combi.' 
nations of children and commodities providing the 
same amount of utility to the household. Households 
are, consequently, indifferent when confronting the 
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· options offered by an indifference curve and, when 
facing a set of Indifference curves thoy will choose 
that which - _giyen their income and price limitations 
- maximizes ·their utility. 

The Sociological Criticism 
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Sociologists emphasize social constraints on in 
dividual choice. Sociologically, reproductive behavior 
is socially constrained behavior; it is a key dimension 
of adult sex roles and, as such, it is supported by a 
network of social. economic, and psychological rew 
ards and punishments that rule out the desirability of 
-A!tern_atives to the performance of family roles,10 

-:j: . 
~. Socio!ogists have convincingly argued that chil 

dren cannot be appropriately considered as· equiva 
lent to consumer goods or home produced goods 
because the social context of reproduction introduces 
elements in their process of "consumption/produc 
tion" that render untenable the main assumptions 
upon which the economic model rests. Essentially, 
this means that parents are not free to choose the 
quality and quantity of children. With respect to 
quantity, societies vary in their normatively sanctioned 
desired family size; advanced Western societies 
seem to have settled upon two as the minimum. 
Ounntity interacts with quality as it is assumed that 
an only child Is likely to have "problems" that could 
be avoided by having at least two.!' With respect to 
qualhy, parents cannot raise their children at a level 
separate from their own or that of other siblings; 
i.e., they are not free to choose between possible 
combinations of high 'and low quality children. 

Furthermore, parents cannot raise children ace 
ore.ling to arbhrn,y rules : there are general socially 

-i established minimum standards of child quality as 
~ '-well as specific standards linked to class. socioeco 

nomic status, ethnicity, religion, culture, etc. Finally, 
parents lack control over th~ initial quality of their 
children so that they lack a basis for balandng their 
potential utility with that of other goods; they cannot 
reject them If they do not conform to expectations 
nor can they .exchange them or abuse them as they 
could any other good at their disposal. H 

The substance of the sociological approach to 
productive behavior is the following: 

'-- People make their "voluntary" reproductive 
,,- '~choices in an instltutlcnat context that severely con 

strains them not to choose non-marriage, not .to 
choose childlessness, not to choose only one child, 
and even not to limit themselves solely to two 
children. ia 

• .. • • 1 • 

likP. economists, sociologists begin ;•posi fes•tum'' 
with the results of the process of historical develop .. 
ment (e.g., norms, sex roles. desired family size, 
parental roles, etc.) having acquired the stabili,ty of 
coercive and constraining "social facts." Nei,ther 
economists nor sociologists deal with the historical 
specificity of the fetished facts they study and this 
is why, from the standpoint of historical materialism, 
their scientific contributions are inherently ideological. 

The Marxist Critique 
The ideological nature of economic and sociolo 

gical theories does not stem from deliberate distor 
tlons-nor from errors that could be eventually ·corre- · 
cted. Under capitalist conditions, ideology becomes 
an inextricable aspect of the social sciences to the 
extent that those sciences are limited . to the partial 
investigation of social reality thus overlooking aspe 
cts of it which while less obvious and apparent are 
just as important and as real. The material basis 
of this phenomenon is rooted in the peculiar nature 
of the social reality treated by capitalist production 
whose defining feature is the "fetishism of commo 
dities •. 11 

Capitalism, as a mode of production presuppose 
the universalization of commodity production; l.e, 
the transformation of labour-power into a commodity 
and the satisfaction of all needs through market ex-. 
changes. It presupposes, therefore, the existence of 
two classes: the capitalist class which owns the 
means of production and the working class which 
owns nothing but its labor-power and must sell it 
in the market for wages which it must subsequently 
exchange for goods and services needed for survival. 
The reality of the market is only one aspect of the 
totality of capitalist relations. This is the sphere of 
exchange. and circulation of commodities which 
Marx describes as follows; 

.•• (it}" is ... a very Eden of the innate rights of man. 
There alone rule Freedom, Equality, Property, and 
Bentham, because both buyer and seller of a commo 
dity, say of labor-power, are constrained only by their 
own free will ... Equality because each enters into 
relation with the other as with a simple owner of 
commodities, and they exchange equivalent for equi 
valent. Property, because each disposes only of what 
is hi_s own. And Bentham, because each looks only 
to himself. The only force that brings them together 
and puts them in relation with each other, is the 

· selfishness, the gain, and the· private interests of 
each.16 

At the level of production there is neither freedom 
nor equality. Property relations assert themselves as 
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relatlons of dominadon : workers are actua,l!ly • free" 
to choose between starving -or working under the 
sway of capital and the contradiction between their 
interests ·and those of the capitalist class results in 
protracted class struggles whose outcome determine 
the working conditions found at a given time. 

In the capitalist mode of production, the market 
mystifies the appropriation of unpaid surptus-value 
by the capitalist class because, at the level of market 
axchange it appears as if capitalists and workers ex 
changed equivalent for equivalent; as if the wage 
were equivalent to the workers' output. Actually. 
the value of wages is equivalent only to the value 

I' of the goods and services needed to reproduce the 
labor force on a daily and generational basis.16 The 
value of the workers' total output, on the other 
hand, is greater than the value of wages in a propor 
tion determinea, ultimately, by the class struggle; 
the difference is surplus-value, the product of 
surplus .labor time,,· which capitalists appropriate at. 
th~ level of production and realize at tlie level Qf 

·market exchange. . . ' 

The market exchange of commodities, through 
the tyranny of the laws1of supply and demand, ob 
scures not only the relations of .productlon between 
·capital.ists and workers but also the relations among 
capitalists themselves which, in their eyes appear as 
relations among things - their products - which 
they are unable to control. This is the fetishism of 
commodities which results in the perception of things 
and relations· among things while class relations and 
relations of production remain outside the purview 
of the members of c;a·pitallst · societies, including 
social sclsntlsts. 

The u nlversallzetlori" of commodity production 
ensures the pervasiveness of commodity fetishism 
which is, from the. standpoint 9f historical materi-· 
alisrn, the material basis for determining the 
boundaries between science and ideology17 a.s well 
as their inextricable combination to the extent that 
scientific practice remains limited to investip~ting 
the level of exchange and.clrcutetton of commodities 
while overlooking the level of. production, Marx 
states the point as follows: 

Man's reflections on the forms of social life and, 
consequently, also his scientific analysis of those 
forms, take a course direct.ly opposite to that of their 
actual historical development. He begins, post fes 
tum, with the results of the process of development 
ready to hand before him. The characters that stamp 

-products as comrr.odities,.}1n~.:1~hose establishment 
- is a neces$~IY preliminary to, . the circulation of 
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commodities, have already acquired the stability of 
natural, self· understood forms of social life, before 
man seeks to decipher, not their hlstorlcai character, 
for in his eyes they are immutable, but the'ir meaning.: 
The categories of bourgeois economy consists--of 
such like forms. They are forms of thou~ht expressing_ 
with social validity the conditions and relations of 
a definite, historically determined mode of produc 
tion. H 

The economic theory of fertility is an object les 
son on the meaning of .cornrncdltv fetishism· amt, as; 
such, it -shares the basic 'ideological -flaws ---.~.,.,,; 
economic theory in particular and social science'-f n 
general criticized by Godelier. n An application of 
Godelier's major critical in_sjghts to current' fheorizing 
about fertility can be. :,ummarized in four major 
points. 

1. The microeconomic,~pproach to fertility takes 
as a, point of! departur.e the obvious and visible 
max_imizing behavior of Indlvlduals and overlooks 
the structures that render possible such forms of 
individual reproductive behavior. lt.bvpasses stru- . 
ctures which are" ••• part of. reality but not of visible 
relationships" re and limits the scientific analysis of 
ferti_lity to its tetishlaed pimensioris. 1:t does not 
inquire, in Qther words, into the historicajly specific 
conditions under which it l;>ecome.s possible for 
scientists to conceptualize ferti!ity behayior in those 
terms and for people to ask themselves whether they 
can "afford" a child; instead, it justifies its analysis 
on the basis of a formaltheory of rationai'ch~ice,21 

. 
2. It defines fertility behavior in. terms· of a '- 

formal theory of rational . actiorr; as optimizing 
behavior in a context -of , scarcity! Such a formal 
theorv of rationality is a,pQol'basis·for a scientific 
analysis of reproductiv~s-O(;lhavior o~cause it explains 
nothing about its content, its origin~r,.and .its change. 
The use of formal rationality is ideological. ,.-\/Vhefher, 
it is conceived as a· unlversa] feature of human 
nature or as a product of capitalist" development, 
formal rationality 'functions -as ~~. apologia of 
capitalism. In its light capitalism_ c~ii be pseudo 
deduced from human natu'fe (and cons'ei'quently en 
dowed with ahistorlcal immutability)· dr it can· be 
considered as tho source of rationality thus relegating 
everything else to the realm of tradition, religion, 
custom, and other substitutP.s for reasoned analysis._;a1v 

3. The reliance on formal rationality and indivi 
dual behavior necessarily leads to neglect of the 
social nature of the criteria by which individuals 
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maximize their uti,ity. The subjective utility of children 
for individuals or households is taken as the basis 
for explaining how reproductive behavior operates. 
It is assumed that those utilities, as well as their 
hierarchical ordering in a map of indifference curves 
responds solely to individual subjective preferences 
which can be collected and statistically analyzed, 
thus providing a pseudoscientific analysis of social 
needs. It is obvious that such statistical analyses are 
insufficien"t to scientifically explain not only the 
needs and hierarchy of needs dominant in a given 
social formation at a given time but also, what is 

-~or~. important, the reason. why the sqtlstactlon of 
soi1e needs as well as-tha form-In which such needs 
are satisfied are deemed more "rational" than others. 

4. The theory of choice is based upon a concep 
tualization of income as an individual attribute. 
Income is viewed in purely quantitative terms : the 
amount of income accruing to indivldualsthus deter 
mines, given tastes and market prices, the combina 
tion of goods and children that best maximizes their 
utility, The exclusive -concern with the quantity of 
income reflects the narrow basis of the anatvsls 
which remains at the level of market relations and 
unavoidably overlooks the relevance, for the 
explanation of fertility behavior, of the relations of 
production and class relations in which all indivi 
duals participate. It obscures the existence of quali 
tative differences in the sources of individuals' 
income, differences that stem from their specllic 
location in the mode of production. • 

The scientific kernel of the economic theory of 
fertility lies in the identification of the economic 
constraints that shape fertility behavior under capi 

- i talist conditions, and the articulation of those 
.:'constraints with individuals· tastes into a theory 

potentially usef u I for the study of reproductive 
behavior. The universalization of commodity produc 
tion, which implies the satisfaction of all needs 
through the market, does incorporate child-bearing 
and rearing into market relations both symbolically 
and practically to the extent that such activities 
presuppose monetary outlays. Market considerations 
and relations do invade the household forcing its 
individual members to behave in an optimizing 
manner in. order .to fT18intain.~,,improve their standard 

"', of llvino and that optimizing behavlor nocossnrily· 
·- affects reproduction. 
r-~ 

On the other hand, the economists' insights on 
the nature of fertility behavior are scientific for they 
express " ... with social validity the conditions and 
relations of a definite historically determined mode 

of ptoduction;"2=1 hut thoy are. also ideological 
because they do not acknowledge the historlcet 
nature of those conditions: i.e., thek basis on the 
capitalist mode of production which not only makes 
possible the theory and the practice of fertility 
behavior as consumer/producer behavior but also 
gives it a historically specific content. Their analysis" 
is limited to the subjective. individual, and formal 
aspects of fertility behavior; i.e. to its fetishized form. 

The Marxist Alternative 

These critcisrns suggest three specific condltions 
fpr a scientific Marxist analysis of reproductive 

. decisions. 

1. It should define reproduction in structural 
rather than imlividual terms. 

Instead of investigating reproductlvs behavior 
primarily as the- behavior of individuals who, given 
certain lndlvldual attributes (income and tastes) and 
market prices, choose to consume/produce children, 
Marxist analysis would investigate the reproductive· 
structures characterizing a given social formation at 
a given time. As Engels pointed out. 

... according to the materialistic conception, the 
determining factor in history i.;, in the final instance, 
the production and reproduction of immediate life. 
This, again, is of a twofold character : on the one 
side, the production of the means of existence •.. 
on the other side, the production of human beings 
themselves, the propagation of the specles.« 

Under capitalist conditions, given the twofold 
nature of produc.tion, it becomes necessary to investi 
g~te the relationship between the capitalist mode of 
produ~tion and the capitalist mode of reproduction 
(in the biological and social sense) it presupposes. 
The .capitalist mode of reproduction is the complex 
structured totality formed by the · combination of the 
material and social elements that enter into the 
biological and social reproduction of human beings 
t/:lrough historically specific (i.e., capitalist) relations 
of reproduction (relations between the sexes 
Independent from their will, mediated through thei; 
relationship to the material and· social conditions of 
productlon and reproduction) 25 Consequently, the 
study of tho relationship between capitalist modes 
of production and reproduction is not equivalent to 
studying the "lnteractlon" between "family" and 
the "economy", At the market level, economy and 
family appear as things in themselves that "interact': 
with each other in ways that reproduce market 
relations thus obscuring the relations of production 
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and the relations of reproduction which underlie 
market behavior. Under capitalist conditions (as 
well as in oll modos of production basod on the 
private ownership of the means of production) the 
social relations of reproduction are sexist relations. 
A structural and hi"storical an"alysis of the relation 
ship between the capitalist modes of production 
and reproduction entails, therefore, the investigation 
of the relationship between capitalist contradictions 
and sexism both at the levels of public production 
and at the level of the modes of reproduction that 
'characterize specific classes and sectors of classes. 
From the standpoint of historical material ism. this 

.investigation is a nececssary preliminary step for 
the sound study of reproductive patterns for it 
would disclose the historically specific constraints 
determining individual reproductive behavior at the 
market level. · 

2. It should define reproduction in real, concrete 
terms, rather than format terms.:1° 

In the Grundrisse, in the section on "The Method 
of Political Economy,"J7 Marx makes an important 
distinction between three kinds of concects : imagi 
nary concretes, abstractions of simple definitions, 
and concrete concepts. The substance of his argu 
ment is the following: 

it seems correct to begin with the real and the 
concrete, with the real precondition, thus to begin, 
in Economics, with e.g , the population, which is the 
foundation '.30d the subject of the entire social act 
of production. However, on closer examination this 
proves false. The population is an abstraction if I 

· leave out, for example, the classes of which it is 
composed. These classes in turn are an empty 
phrase if I am not familiar with the elements on 
which they rest ... ... If I wore to begin with the 
population, this would be a chaotic conception 
(Vorstellung, of the whole, and would then by 
means of further determination, move analytically 
towards ever more simple concepts (bhegriff), from 
the imagiried concrete towards ever thinner abstra 
ctions until I have arrived at the slmplast determina 
tions. From there the journey would have to be 
retraced until I had finally arrived at population again 
but this time not as the chaotic concP.ption of the 
whole, but as a rich totality of many determinations 
and relations. The concrete is concrete because it is 
the concentration of many determinations, hence the 
unity of the diverse.211 

The economic theory of fertility is a "thin abstr 
action" a formal analytical construct that distills the 
essence of the reproductive experience of the vast 
majority of the people living under capitalist condi- 
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tions and reifies it into an ehlsrorlcal, formal theory 
of rational choice: The development of a real and 
concrete concept of reproduction as a ·:totality of 
many determinations and relations" involves 
"retracing -the journey" in order to elucidate its 
historically specific structural foundations. This calls 
for the investigation of the content given to · 
formally ratio_nal individual behavior by the location 
of individuals and households in the mode of pro- -:- ..it 
duction. In the context of capitalist social formations, 
the apparently homogeneous population of indivi- 
duals who, at the market level of analysis appear 
£ngaged in formally similar Optimizing behavior_~¾ - - 
cfonsumers/producers of children, disappears at tffe 
level of production where it is replaced by a hetero 
geneous poi: ulation divided in classes whose 
rational behavior has qualitatively different contents. 

At the level of production, the rational behavior 
of the capitalist class is dominated by the problem 
of investments; how to invest to maximize profits. 
The rationality of the working class, on the other 
hand, is dominated by the problem of survival : to 
sell labor-power for the highest possible wages. 
Survival is ensured by compliance with the goals of 
the capitalist class and, in that sense, the rationality 
of the working class is " ... complementary, derlva 
tive, and dependent" upon the rationality of the 
capitalist class.v 

The relatlonshlp between these classes is contra 
dictory and complem~ntary at the same time. The 
contradiction between capital and labor is obvious: 
the higher the wag!ls, the lower the profits and vice 
versa; hence the presence of class struggles as a _,,. 
permanent feature of capitalism. They are comple- : ~ rnentary in terms of their rots in the production 
process j the ongoing smooth functioning of capita- 
lisrn depends both on the rational behavior of the 
capit91ist class (e.q , making adequate investment 
decisions, and the rational behavior of the working 
class (e.g , adaptir'ig its needs and work patterns of 
the conditions set by the capitalist organization of 
prod uctlonj , 1 he rational behavior of the cepltatlst 
class can be fully effective to the extent it counts 
with a subordinate, malleable, and controllable labor 
force It follows that, while the rationality of the 
capitalist class is unitary (i.e., its class interests and 
its goals as defined in the production · process . 
coincide), the rationality of the working class has ·,.,..:\"' 

. contradictory dimensions rooted in the context f~omY - · ~ 
which it is defined. From the standpoint of the ~- 
working class, the rational pursuit of its class 
interests is in the contradiction with. capitalist inte- 
rests both in the short (e.g., struggle for higher 
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· wages/salaries) and' the fong run (e.g .. strugg,le to 
abolish capitalism)_. On the other hand, f_rom the 

. standpoint of the capitalist class, the working class 
behaves rationally to the extent it overlooks its o~n 
intt1rests and, instead, conforrrs and adapts. its 

•. behovfor to· capitalist demands inside and outside 
· ) tl1e' production process.. . . 

·.·r.:: 'At th.e level of reproduction, it becomes· nece- 
• i=. "~.-. ss9.ry to investigate the ways in which capitalist and 
J: wq~king class rationality (i.e.. the . pursuit o! their 

i .cl,a§s interests) affect the reproductive behavior of 
botl1 r classes. To define reproduction in real, 

~.CC:.ri~u~e te~ms means, therefore, to i?quire into the 
conuitions surrounding the reproduction of classes 

•·rather, than merely the reproduction of "individuals" 
or the ;,h urnan species." · ·,. 

• t . • • 

·with respect to the reproduction of tho rational 
p1./r~uit of · class .. interest, rational profiMieekirig 
bqlrnvio'r and reproductive patterns. are, in principle; 
function'ally relate~. Reproductfon is an integral pdrt 
of the overall rati~nal behav.ior o,t t,he capitalist class 
aimed at preserving its economic and· political 
power. Capitalist class families seek to ensure that 
their children will also be n-ie'mbers of the capitalist 
class • ~nd. this inovlt~bly affocts thelr fumily•si.i:~ 
decisi9ns. , · • ' ' 

., 

-, ,, 

I 
i - 

-i 

. 
The analysis. of the rsprod'.Jctive patterns of the 

wocking class is more complex because the rational 
pursulr of class lnterest and the content pf formally 
rational reproductive behavior are relatively indepen 
dent. Workers cannot directly affect the outcome of 
the . class struggle, nor further · their • class interests 
through changes. in !heir reproductive patterns. This 

. •flSes.{me'nt of the r.elationship between reproducti?n 
JH-ld working•clas~ interests rests upon the cructa] 
distinction betwaen labour-power, the capacity for phy-: 
sical and intellectual activity, and labo,e,s or workers, 
the owners of laoor-p~wer. While the production of 
labor-power presupposes the existence and reprodu 
ction of the workers, the demand for labor and the 
level <>f wages are det&rmined not by the existent 
number of workers, but by economic and political 
considerations establishing the quantity and quality 
of l.ibor-power needed at a given time. Under capi • 
1,11ist conditions, whatever their rate of natural incre 
ase might be, workers are constantly in excess of 

°"'the demand for labor-power. Reproductive decisions -r i~jlwr words; do not affect, directly, the size of the 
· - reserve army of labor. 

Workers do, however, respond to the uncertain 
ties of the labor market by attempting to improve 
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their own individual situation and thl's fias· importan 1 
· implications 'for their reproductive .. benavror. They 
may attempt to improve their chUdren's ."life·chan- 

. ces" in 'the market by restricti~g. their family -slze, 
so that each child has larger claii:r) on the family's 
scarce resources. On the other hand, they- may. find 
that a large family is· beneficlal because i,t: _increa-ses 
the size of ·a family network which ~(fords. proteatio'n 

. against the insecurities 'of the. labor -,mar:ket, • 'Ttie • 
speclftc wavs in ·yv~ich different sectors of the-w~rk 
ing class adapt to cnanging demands.for 1-abor po.wer 
and the relationship between those adaptive patterns 

. '" .,~ nnd changes in the status of women in the con·rext 
pf unchanging sexist ·relations of reprocJuctioh are, 
consequently, of ke\i importance for understari'ding 
their reproductive behavior. Rational working-class 
reproductive behavior is, therefore, another !T)aniest 
ation Of lfio deJ?Olldent, CO~pl~ment~;i.i de~i_va![~~ 
rationality that suits the needs of the capitalist cla~~ 
W;hat appears at· the. level of the market as t~.e,.,.. ratiq- . 
mil optimizing behavior of individuals !ia st_r.40:tm:al 
effect of the processes through yvlj.ich diHere11.t. 
sectors of the working class adapt thei~ be~~

1
yi,or. to . 

the productive and reproduc.ti.ve dern~uids. of tq.e . 
capitalist class. The · changing· content o&:-, that_ 
'formally rational reproductive beh·avior i-eflec\~!lthose , 
cha,nglng dem~.n:ls and this topic will be consi.de.r-ed 
in the section that-follows. ... . 

. . r ; . 
3. It should analyze "tast~" on an objectivp. 
rather th'an subjective ~ij~js.~ ' 1.\~:. : ,, 

It is important to investigate the retatio.nship be- 
. ' tween the requirements of the capitalist mode of pro- 

duction and the historically specific hierarchy of 
socially structured alternative and needs confronting 
different classes at a given time. Marx's analysis ot 
the needs of the working class is pertlii'eht aTthi; 
point afld a-pplicabl!;! to all classes·:: · · ·-. · 

.. t'1e number al'Jd - extent of ... necessary ·.wfl..~~. · 
as also the modes of satisfying them, are themselves 
the products of historical devel~J?fr·ent,,.an.9_

0

d~_l:!e,;i~. 
therefore to a great extent on th~. ae~/~.e ~f si,y,!l!p ·,.. 
zation of a country, more particularly_ ,o!1 .. , .t~e .· ... 
conditions under which, an·drccinseqiiently on the, 
habits-and degree of comfort in which, the_ cla~.s qf, •.. 
free laborers has l?een formed. In contradisiinction, : 
therefore to. the case of other ·comm9dities, th~r,~. 

1 
.,,. ,· 

enters into the determination of the· valµe of _.lab,6.t:; :-,, ,; ·,. · 
power a historical and mor?I elernentY1 .: _ • ·~---··· :,:.;. 

.-: 

A given number of children can thus be ~viewed·'' 
as an integral part of the "historical and moral 
elements" that enter in the determination 9f the 
value of labor-power which includes the means of 

~-. 
... .. •·' 
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subsistence necessary for the reproduction of the 
labor-power of the workers and their future substi 
tutes: their children."1 Different kinds of labor-power 
hove different values and are reproduced in contexts 
requiring a variable number of children. This_ ls a 
matter that can be empirically determined for different 
classes and sectors of classes. White that number is 
subject to a variety of historically specific social 
constraints {e.g., pronatalist sex roles. norms about 
·family size, tax advantages for families, etc.) and 
tluctuates in tune to changes in wage levels and 
market prices. there is at any given time a family 
size which appears rational within a frnmework 
defined by the power of the capitalist class. The 
extent to which that family size is overtly or tacitly 
used by social scientists to evaluate the rationality 
of the fertility behavior characterizing specific 
countries and/or sectors within a given country is a 
matter to be empirically established. 

In so far as economic theories of fe1 tilitv over 
look the three conditions discussed above, they will 
retain ideological and apologetic implications for 
they will conceptualize capitallst reproductive 
behavior either ahistorically (i.e., as rooted in an 
utilitarian "human nature") or as the abstract result 
of "mcdernizatlon" and "rationalization" processes. 
The concrete consequences of such approaches are: 

· a) · the misunderstanding of reproductive behavior 
and its determinants; b) the tacit acceptance of 
capitalist structures, processes. and contradictions 
which remain outside the scope of scientific concern; 
and c) the use of the empirical effects of capitalism 
as a variaty of "factors" (e.g., cultural, technological, 
educational, etc.) that could "explain" variations in 
reproductlve behavior. 

Conclusion 
As Marx pcinted out in this famous passage : 

Men make their own history, but they do not make 
it just as thuy please; they do not make it under 
circumstances chosen by themselves, but under 
circumstances directly encountered, given, and 
transmitted from the past.32 

· The deterministic and voluntaristlc theoretica 1 
assumptions underlying sociology and economics 
respectlvety are transcended by historical materialism 
which, while allowing for the lmportancs of indi 
viduals active intervention in social life, it also 

· a1;k.nowledges the historical boundaries that give 
nwaning to that intervention and make it possible. 
From the standpoint of historical materialism it is as 
abstract and one-sided to argue that indivtduala are 
tree ,o choose their family size given income and 

price limitations as i1t is to argue that they have no 
choice whatsoever because their behavior is socially 
determined. The economists' individualistic/utilitarian 
assumptions are as misleading as a basis for devel 
oping a scientific analysis of reproduction as the 
sociologists' oversocialized conception of man. · 
Both capture partial or fetishized aspects of social 
behavior without dealing at the same time with the 
structures that produce and reproduce those "social 
facts" on an ever expanding scale. A scientific J 
analysis of fertility cannot be limited to mapping the ~ 
reified consciousness emergent in the context or 
unlversallaed commodity production nor to ~escrib• 
ing the various forms in which coercive "social 

,.facts•. impinge upon reproducliva behavior. ~f~. - 

scientific analysis must specify the structural mech 
anisms that make possible those forms of objectivity 
and consciousness at a given time. The identification 

·of those mechanisms rests upon a structural con 
crete, and objective definition of reproduction as 
the reproduction of classsas and relations of 
production in the context of a historically specific 
mode of production. 
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